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healtHcentric™ introduces  

THE MOST INTUITIVE SLEEPER CHAIR 

Mississauga, ON, April 26 2016 – healtHcentric, a division of ergoCentric Seating Systems, today  

introduced the Aloe Sleeper Club, the world’s best and easiest-to-use sleeper chair that lets users 

effortlessly open and close the chair. The launch of the Aloe Sleeper Club extends healtHcentric’s  

existing line of Aloe Sleeper, patient and guest seating and provides healthcare facilities with a sleeper chair  

that requires no instructions or staff assistance to operate and is easy to move allowing for efficient and  

thorough cleaning – benefits that are extremely important to healthcare staff.  

mailto:alison.byrne@ergocentric.com
http://www.healthcentric.com/aloe-sleeper-club-chair
http://www.healthcentric.com/aloe-21inch-patient-seating
http://www.healthcentric.com/aloe-21inch-guest-chair
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healtHcentric’s patent-pending Aloe Sleeper Chairs operate with an ingeniously simple mechanism driven  

by one stainless steel spring. In contrast to more complex designs, the simplicity and straight-forwardness  

of the mechanism’s design makes the Aloe Sleeper Chair less susceptible to interference, resulting in superior 

performance over time. Available in two styles – club arm or open frame - the Aloe Sleeper Chair series is available 

in a range of widths accommodating for the variance in available space between new and old healthcare facilities.  

“Anyone working in a healthcare facility knows the primary complaints about sleepers chairs are that they are hard to 

operate because they are usually over-engineered with numerous moving parts, they are confusing to use and that 

they are too heavy to move around and clean.” explains Terry Cassaday owner of healtHcentric. “Our Aloe Sleeper 

Chairs have been acclaimed by customers to be the most intuitive product of its type.” 

Design and Innovation 

 Intuitively glides back-and-forth from visitor/patient seating into 

a generous sleep surface in seconds. 

 One stainless steel spring reduces the need for maintenance. 

 All-metal frame assures maximum durability. 

 Width ranges from 28” – 39” to accommodate most room sizes. 

 Available with open frame features for superior cleanability and infection control.  

 Optional club-style arms create a relaxing and warm atmosphere. 

 Aloe Sleeper Chairs can be upholstered in IC+™ Upholstery Solution 

on the back, seat, and kick plate to offer the most durable, cleanable 

and impermeable medical-grade surface. 

 Dual wheel casters for easy mobility with locking feature on all casters, 

to position in place (Club version only).  

 Recessed pull handle positioned at the top for easy conversion back into a lounge chair. 
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http://www.healthcentric.com/resources-videos
http://www.healthcentric.com/infection-control/ic-upholstery-solution-faq
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Both versions of the Aloe Sleeper Chair are now available in custom sizes, 20 day turnaround 

and competitive pricing.  

Market applications include Acute Care (Hospitals) Healthcare Facilities, Long Term (Nursing Homes),  

Temporary Shelters and Quite Rooms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About healtHcentric 

healtHcentric was created with the needs of the healthcare industry in mind. We are the only seating manufacturer 

focused on creating durable, easy-to-clean and affordable seating solutions that aid in infection prevention for 

demanding, intensive-use environments. Our passion for cleanability and durability has led us to design unique 

seating solutions that solve many of the challenges faced in 24/7 healthcare settings. For the last 25 years our 

parent company ergoCentric has been providing seating to hospitals, long-term care and assisted care living facilities. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Alison Byrne 

905 696-6800 x.244 or email alison.byrne@ergocentric.com 

 

Aloe Sleeper Club Aloe Sleeper  

http://www.healthcentric.com/
http://www.ergocentric.com/

